
Chapter 2 

Electricity Losses and Embedded Generation 

2.1 Electricity Losses 

Energy losses occur in every stage in a power system, electricity generation to supply 

point. This is common for power systems in anywhere in the world and the techniques 

they have imposed to minimize these energy losses decides on the financial saving 

that they can gain through loss minimization. 

Electricity losses can occur in three main categories namely Generation losses, 

Transmission losses and Distribution losses. Distribution losses occur in a comparably 

large percentage due to the facts of operating voltage, large number of power devices 

such as transformers being associated and due to the distribution of the network in a 

large extent of area. Distribution line loss is the factor that contributes most to the 

system losses. 

2.1.1 Distribution Line Loss 

Distribution line loss is the result of electricity being converted to heat due to the 

resistance of the conductor of which the current flow through. Flow through the 

conductor results in a pressure drop which is in direct proportion to the flow. The 

energy lost is equal to the product of the pressure drop and the flow which gives rise 

to the energy lost being proportional to the square of the flow. 

2.1.2 Electricity Losses in Sri Lanka 

Electricity losses in the system especially in the distribution sector have prevailed at a 

high margin over the past decades and much concern has not been paid on same. 

Energy crisis which was faced by CEB over the last few years has led it to come 

across with new strategies to overcome the heavy energy losses in their system and to 

gain the ultimate financial saving. [1] As a result during the year 2008, CEB managed 

to reduce system energy losses to 14.99%. [2] This is nearly 1% reduction compared 

with the previous year. Effort of the distribution sector has contributed this 

improvement in a large proportion. 
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Variation of the overall electricity losses in Sri Lanka over the past years is shown in 

Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1 _System Losses 

Composition of overall losses for year 2008 is shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 _ Composition of Losses in 2008 
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2.2 Embedded Generation 

2.2.1 Modern Power Systems 

Setup of modem electrical power systems having conventional arrangement consists 

of large central generating plants, a high voltage transmission network and a medium 

voltage distribution network. 

Large central generators feed electrical power to high voltage transmission network 

through step-up transformers. Power is transported by the transmission network of 

which the transmission lines are extended over large distances to cover the locality of 

the power system concerned. Power is then extracted by the distribution network 

through step down transformers. Thereby it is distributed to low voltage network from , 

the medium voltage network through distribution transformers. Delivery of power to 

ordinary consumers is at this low voltage level. Conversely, delivery could be directly 

at the distribution transformer or at MV level for bulk consumers. 

Recently there has been a considerable revival in interest in connecting generation to 

the distribution network and it is known as Embedded or Dispersed Generation. 

2.2.2 Definition of Embedded Generation 

A generator or an electricity generation scheme which is electrically connected and 

intended to operate in a distribution network is classed as Embedded Generation (EG). 

Such schemes may also be referred to as 'Distributed Generators'. This mode of 

operation is sometimes described as "mains paralleling", since it involves operation of 

the generator in parallel with the mains electricity supply. [3] 

2.2.3 Features of Embedded Generation 

EG schemes remarkably differ from the central generating schemes by means of its 

size, connection, nature of operation etc. Several such features are, 

• EG is not centrally planned by the utility. Implementation of an EG scheme is 

not a content of the scope of generation planning of the utility. 

• EG schemes are not involved for the dispatch of power system. It can operate 

in the power system as long as the technical requirements for connection of the 

EG is fulfilled . 

• Operation of the EG is affected by the reliability of the distribution network. 

Any supply outage of the upstream of the distribution network will restrict the 
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operation of the EG. In contrast islanded operation is possible (EG operate 

independently in a segment of the isolated distribution network) however due 

to the technical and safety constraints it is not usually employed in utilities. 

• Maximum capacity of a single EG unit is to be lower than 10 MW (for Sri 

Lankan utility) . 

• Embedded Generators are scattered within the whole distribution system 

closer to the source of generation. i.e. hydro, wind, biomass etc. 

2.2.4 Connection of Embedded Generators 

Connection of an EG scheme to the distribution network requires fulfillment of 

various physical and contractual arrangements with the utility. Physical arrangements 

consist of construction of overhead lines, lay down of UG cables, installation of 

control, protection & metering equipment, switchgear & transformers etc. 

The physical infrastructure which connects an embedded generator to a distribution 

network can be categorized into two sections as the infrastructure that owned by the 

developer, and that owned by the utility. Ownership boundary or the point of supply is 

the interface between these two parts. 

The developer has sole responsibility for the design, installation and operation of the 

equipment on its own side of this interface, although the utility will want to assure 

itself that this equipment does not pose a hazard to their distribution network. [3] 

Contractual arrangements are necessary between the developer & utility for power 

purchase. 

Connection arrangement of an EG scheme to the distribution network could be either 

directly to the distributor or indirectly via a privately owned network (Figure2.3). In 

the first type energy is directly exported to the distribution network and in the other 

type, EG is used to offset some of the consumption associated with electricity demand 

of the same site. However this is facilitated to export excess energy for consumption 

to the distribution network. 

First type is more widespread and commercially operated for electricity generation in 

Sri Lanka. 
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Figure 2.3_ Connection of EG plants to the Distribution Network 

2.2.5 Comparison over Central Generation 

Inclusion of EG in a distribution network could offer many advantages and several 

drawbacks to a conventionally arranged modem large power system. In a modem 

power system large generating units are available and those could be centrally 

operated with a relatively small number of people. The interconnected HV 

transmission network allows generator reserve requirements to be minimized and the 

most efficient generating plant to be dispatched at any time and bulk power can be 

transported large distances with limited electrical losses. The distribution networks 

can be designed for unidirectional power flows and sized to accommodate customer 

loads only.[ 4] With the inclusion of EG in the distribution network its impact has to be 

assessed and necessary alterations have to be made to suit the operation of EG 

scheme. 

Presence of EG in a power system attribute for several advantages and those have 

become vital concerns and encouragements for development of EG. 

• Higher proportion of the overall EG is by using renewable sources of energy. 

Run-off-river power plants and wind power plants are the most popular types 

of EG observed at present. As these power plants makes a considerable 

contribution to meet the electricity demand in a utility, it will replace certain 

proportion of thermal energy thus will result in reduction in greenhouse 

gaseous emiSSions. 
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• Deregulation and a competitive environment for electricity generation will 

result due to EG. It is helpful to meet the future power demand in a 

considerably, even if the major projects are delayed. Therefore it is a vital role 

for ensuring the availability of supply without causing major outages. 

• Diversification of energy sources. 

• Energy efficiency or rational use of energy. 

2.2.6 Types of Embedded Generation Plants 

The EG plants are in several types. Most popular types are, 

• Hydro Energy (Small Hydro) 

• Wind Energy 

• Biomass (Dendro & Paddy husk) Energy 

• Agricultural & Industrial Waste Energy 

• Municipal Waste Energy 

• Waste Heat Recovery Energy 

• Wave Energy 

• Solar Energy 

Each type consists of technologies developed uniquely for the type, different features 

of operation and various degrees of reliability. 
# 

2.2.7 Impact of Embedded Generation on the Distribution system 

Presence of EG in a distribution network has several technical impacts which have to 

be considered when connecting to the distribution network. 

Power flow 

Unidirectional power flow of a power system from transmission network to the end 

loads of the distribution network is altered due to the presence of EG. Reverse power 

flow from the distribution network to the transmission network could occur in case of 

considerable capacity of EG being available in lightly loaded condition of the 

distribution network. 
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Figure 2.5_ Bidirectional Power flow due to presence of EG 

When the embedded generators export more than enough power to supply all the loads 

on the system to which it is connected, the surplus power is transferred back through 

the power transformer, and is fed into a HV system. This is a concern where suitable 

bidirectional metering & protection devices should be made available in the system 

for reliable operation. 

Fault Level 

Most EG plants use rotating machines and these will contribute to the network fault 

levels. Both induction and synchronous generators will increase the fault level of the 

distribution system although their behavior under sustained fault conditions differs. 

[4] 
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Change in the fault level is a vital concern for the connection of an EG plant into the 

distribution network. In case it exceeds the available switchgear capacities, these have 

to be augmented in order to accommodate the EG plant. It is an expensive task which 

presently has to be borne by the developer of the EG plant. In contrast several other 

factors for limiting the fault level contribution of an EG plant to the network are 

available such as introduction of an impedance or transformer for the interconnection 

line. Due to the reasons of increased losses and voltage variations it is generally not 

employed. 

According to the nature of the availability of resources for EG, the plants are generally 

located collectively in selected areas. Therefore connection of these plants to the 

utility will be at the same locality of the distribution network hence inadequacy of 

switchgear capacity in the substation concerned will occur. 

Voltage Level 

Load end voltage of radial distribution network has to be maintained within the 

nominal range such that the consumers will receive the supply at the required 

standard. Therefore the utility has an obligation to supply its consumers the voltage 

within its specified limits. Design and utilization of the network thus should be to 

have an optimal voltage profile throughout. 

Presence of the EG plants are generally at the center or load ends of the distribution 

network hence causes a voltage boost at the load end. Accommodation of the EG plant 

in the system is subject to maintaining the system voltage profile within its specified 

limits. i.e. the voltage at any of the point in the network should not exceed the 

maximum allowable voltage in case of lightly loaded situations. 

Variation of the voltage in the system with the presence of EG plant should be as 

shown in Figure 2.6 shown below. 
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Figure 2.6_ Voltage Variation in Distribution Network due to EG 
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Connection of EG in to a distribution network can affect the existing network by 

providing flows of fault current which was not expected when the protection was 

originally designed. Therefore protection of the system and the EG plant is a vital 

consideration for EG connection. Impact of the EG for distribution system protection 

should be addressed from the aspects of [5] 

• Protection of the generation equipment from internal faults . 

• Protection of the faulted distribution network from fault currents supplied by 

the embedded generator. 

• Loss of main protection to avoid islanded operation. 

Power Quality 

It is obvious that the EG causes improvement in end voltage of radial MY distribution 

networks. It is subjected to retention of the voltage within the specified limits at any 

instance. Therefore, in many situations embedded generation can improve network 

power quality as it can raise voltages at the remote ends of long feeders. Concerned on 

the fault level of the system, as the distribution fault level is raised due to EG, 

disturbances caused by customer loads, or even remote faults, will result in smaller 

voltage variation, improving power quality. More often above causes an improvement 
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of power quality in the distribution network. However, embedded generation can also 

be detrimental to network power quality through: [6] 

• Transient voltages 

• Harmonic distortion 

• Voltage Flicker 

• Voltage Unbalance 

Due to the connection and disconnection of EG plants there can be changes in the 

current in large amounts hence could cause transient voltage variations in the network. 

This is a vital concern with regard to the operation of the plants. Current transients can 

be limited by careful design of the generation plant. Earlier it was described that the 

voltage change is a key concern for the connection of an EG plant. But this transient 

voltage rise is a much more important concern over that steady state voltage rise 

especially when connecting into a weak system. 

Transient voltage rise could be overcome by correct synchronization for synchronous 

generators and anti-parallel soft start units for induction generators. Also the 

disconnection of the plant from the system when operating at its full load, could cause 

a sudden voltage drop. [7] 

Some forms of prime mover (eg. Fixed speed wind turbines) may cause cyclic 

variations in the generator output current which can lead to so-called 'flicker' 

nuisance if not adequately controlled.[8] 

Harmonics is also another effect which may cause due to the incorrect design and 

specification of the EG plant having power electronic interfaces to the network. 

Network voltage distortion may result due to the injection of harmonic currents by 

these devices. 

Voltage unbalance is also a similar effect caused by induction generators. Voltage of 

rural MV networks is frequently unbalanced due to the connection of single phase 

loads. An induction generator has a very low impedance to unbalanced voltage sand 

will tend to draw large unbalanced currents hence balance the network voltages at the 

expense of increased currents in the generator and consequent heating. [9]. 

Stability 

Generator transient stability is not of great significance to the EG schemes. If a fault 

occurs in the distribution network and depress the network voltage the EG plant may 
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trip and will lose short period of generation. As the power is restored in the network it 

will start automatically. 

In contrast, if an embedded generator is viewed as providing support for the power 

system then its transient stability becomes of considerable importance. Both voltage 

and angle stability may be significant depending on the circumstances. 

Network Losses 

Distribution losses of the MV lines, transformers etc. tend to differ with the 

connection of EG plants into the distribution network. It could not be a general 

assessment of whether a reduction or increase in network losses. It is time variant and 

depends upon the conductor type, load level, allocation of the EG plants and the extent 

of availability and the reliability of operation of the EG plants. In general EGs are 

connected to the load ends of radial distribution network and as the load is increased 

the quantum of network loss reduction will improve. For the interconnection of an EG 

plant, the utility at present does not make much concern on this fact limiting to use of 

conductor types with comparably less dissipation of losses. [10] 

All the EG plants are offered with similar basics for connection and tariff for the 

operation without taking into consideration its location. As far as the utility 1s 

concerned it gains a hidden effect on network losses by the allocation of EG plants. 

This fact will be dealt in detail in further chapters which is the scope of research of 

this project. 

Network Planning 

Integration of embedded generation into existing power networks requires planning 

procedures that consider the impact of the new generation on the system. The aim of 

the planning process is to minimize or avoid adverse effects arising from the 

connection of a particular generator and to achieve this in the most cost effective 

method possible. This has been considered to be a reasonable approach as the existing 

asset base owned by the utility represents a major historic financial investment based 

on the equipment providing service that was expected to extend to between thirty and 

fifty years. [ 11] 

Achievement of these planning goals is necessary to, 
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• Sufficient continuous supply of electrical energy to all the consumers over 

wide geographical area at lowest possible cost at specified voltage & 

frequency 

• Highest possible security & reliability of supply 

• Most economic generation, transmission & distribution 

• Optimum use of energy resources [ 11] 

Achieving above objectives with consideration on EG plants may become difficult 

due to, 

• Decision regarding choice of equipment have long term effect and equipment 

may become obsolete in less time 

• Sources of energy for generation of electricity are scattered away from load 

centers 

• Economic analysis have uncertainties regarding cost of fuel, escalation m 

capital cost of future projects, interest rates etc 

• Planning decisions are influenced by load management techniques 

It is obvious that implementation of proper planning decisions in an appropriate time 

frame is essential for healthy operation of a distribution system. In practice it is 

difficult to achieve this due to above mentioned difficulties as well as the considerable 

delays which occur in decision making, procurement and construction process of the 

planning proposals. Connection of EG into the system would restrict the adverse 

effect of this situation up to certain extent which ultimately benefit the utility and its 

consumers. 

2.3 Embedded Generation Plants in Sri Lanka 

2.3.1 History 

Absorption of small scale embedded power plants into the power system of Sri Lanka 

was initiated as a result of the government's policy decision to encourage hydro 

generation to obtain optimum capacity of those using the available resources. Hydro 

electricity generation is the cheapest source of electricity compared to other electricity 

sources in the country. Due to the scarcity of fossil fuel and non-availability of nuclear 
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plants, forecasted demand growth of the electricity could be supplied at an economical 

rate only upon optimum utilization of hydro resources. 

Therefore government directed the utility CEB to develop the hydro power generation 

potential of the country to its full potential as it is the major indigenous resource for 

power generation at present. Under this policy, all large-scale hydropower generation 

facilities were to remain under government control for the foreseeable future. Private 

sector financing was sought to be utilized for power generation from small hydro 

power plants. 

Thus CEB promoted generation of electricity using Renewable Energy Resources 

since early nineties by giving the required assistance to the private sector, which 

included training & capacity building, pre feasibility studies and resource assessments. 

This was offered to all sources of embedded power plants of capacity less than 10 

MW. [12] 

2.3.2. Energy contribution to the system 

Analysis of past energy data together with the gross energy generation figures out that 

the role of EG plants is vital quantitatively. Moreover hidden value is vital as most of 

the EG energy is generated by environmentally friendly renewable energy sources. 

Growth of the EG energy contribution to CEB system in comparison to its gross 

energy generation for the past years are as in Table 2.1 below. 

Gross 
% 

Generation EG Energy 
Year Contribution 

ofCEB (GWh) 
ofEG 

(GWh) 

2000 6686 43.3 0.6 

2001 6520 64.8 l.O 

2002 6954 103.5 1.5 

2003 7612 120.3 1.6 

2004 8043 206 2.6 

2005 8769 280 3.2 

2006 9389 346 3.7 

2007 9814 344 3.5 

2008 9901 433 4.4 

Table 2.1_ Gross Energy Generation in Sri Lanka & Contribution by EG 
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Figure 2.7 _Energy Contribution to the System by EG Plants 

2.3.3 Applicable tariff 

The procedure for electricity purchases from small power producers (MHPs) by the 

CEB was regularized from 1997 with the publication of a standardized power 

purchase agreement (SPPA) which included a scheme for calculating the purchase 

price based on the avoided cost principle. 

A voided Cost Tariff 

A voided cost is the incremental cost to the electric utility that the utility would either 

generate itself or purchase from thermal IPPs if it did not purchase from a renewable 

energy producer.[12] Whenever a renewable generating plant or any other EG plant is 

connected to the system total quantity of energy contributed by it to the system is 

equal to the saving of a mass generating plant which would have generated the same 

quantity of energy. Thus cost on fuel and other operations is saved. Avoided cost 

pricing has been composed on that basis and methodology is based on the principle of 

short run marginal cost pricing. 

The avoided cost tariff which was offered by CEB since the inception of EG plants is 

mentioned in annexure I (1) . In the pricing, dry season tariff is higher because the EG 

then replaces the thermal plants of higher generation cost instead of the mass hydro 

plants. 
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Three-tier Tariff 
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The government later identified the development of renewable energy projects, as a 

matter of policy to diversify the electricity sector from high cost thermal power 

generation. Therefore, required incentives and assistance was provided for the 

renewable energy resource development. Further, National Energy Policy 2006 has 

identified fuel diversification and energy security in electricity generation as a 

strategic objective and development of renewable energy projects was identified as a 

part of this strategy. In view of above, action has been taken to introduce a cost based, 

technology specific, three-tier tariff instead of avoided cost based tariff with effect 

from year 2007. [ 12] 

This tariff is designed based on cost of an embedded power plant project. Through this 

tariff the developer of EG plant can decide and ensure that he receives the expected 

return on investment and covers the capital & operational cost of the power project. 

Moreover, the tariff estimation by this method solely depends on the cost and 

performance of the project 

3-tier tariff which is applicable in the present context is mentioned in annexure I (2). 

Flat Tariff 

Flat Tariff is another optional tariff scheme which could be applied for EG Plants. The 

prices are non-escalable and no variable cost of O&M included. The EG project 

developers can use this tariff option as alternative to the 3-tier tariff scheme. The 

applicable rates are given in annexure I (3). 

2.3.4 Available Plants & Future Additions 

According to the current statistics 7% of the total installed capacity of the Sri Lanka's 

power system (including all IPPs) is from Embedded Power Projects. Majority of this 

quantum is granted by the small hydro power plants which are scattered mainly in the 

Sabaragamuwa, Uva & Central provinces. The plants which are located in the wet 

zone of the country accounts for continuous and considerable amount of energy 

contribution to the national grid. In these plants, plant factor is retained above 40%. 

94852 
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Several other types of EG plants including utility owned wind power projects are in 

operation. 

Details of the number of commissioned private owned plants together with its capacity 

are mentioned in Table 2.2. 

No. of Total Installed 
Type 

Plants Capacity (MW) 

Mini Hydro Power 81 170.36 

Biomass-Dendro Power I 1.00 

Biomass-Agri. & Ind. Waste Power 2 11.00 

Waste Heat Recovery Power I 0.10 

Solar Power I 0.02 

Total 86 182.48 

Table 2.2_Quantity of Commissioned EG plants in Sri Lanka 

Potential of small hydro capacity of which the resources still have not been utilized is 

considerable. Through the new trends and the technological improvements, all this 

capacity would be absorbed into the system in future. Also, feasibility for many other 

sources of renewable energy available in the country has been studied. Another 

significant potential would be added from these as well. Future projects of EG 

addition to the system (for which permits have already been issued) are as in Table 

2.3 .[15] 

No. of Total Capacity 
Type 

Plants (MW) 

Mini Hydro Power 40 102.00 

Wind 2 20.00 

Biomass-Dendro I 0.27 

Total 43 122.27 

Table 2.3_Quantity of Proposed EG plants in Sri Lanka 

Therefore, it could be predicted that the total amount of EG capacity in the system 

would reach to around 10% of the total installed capacity in future. 
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